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Why ought to be Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By William Glasser in this site?
Obtain a lot more revenues as what we have informed you. You can find the other alleviates besides the
previous one. Ease of getting guide Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By William
Glasser as just what you desire is additionally offered. Why? We provide you several kinds of guides that
will not make you really feel bored. You can download them in the link that we provide. By downloading
Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By William Glasser, you have taken the proper
way to pick the ease one, compared with the problem one.

Amazon.com Review
Southern California psychiatrist William Glasser, the author of Reality Therapy, believes that almost all
human misery is caused by people trying to control others. In fact, he says, the only behavior we can control
is our own; by the same token, no one can make us do anything we don't want to. It's only when we give up
spending our energy trying to force others to conform to our ideas or to keep them from doing the same to us
that we are able to live the way we want to. Glasser makes this somewhat difficult material easier to
understand with examples and case studies from his own practice. For instance, he tells a man whose wife
has left him that his only choices are to change what he wants her to do or to change the way he is dealing
with her. While doing these things will not necessarily bring his wife back, Glasser says, it will certainly
make him feel better. "When we actually begin to realize that we can control only our own behavior, we
immediately start to redefine our personal freedom and find, in many instances, that we have much more
freedom than we realize," Glasser writes.

From Booklist
Glasser has worked with choice theory for half of his 40 years of psychiatric practice. Basically, choice
theory helps its users avoid confrontation and ask pertinent questions. It sees conscious or unconscious desire
for external control as the main problem in the four major personal relationships: husband-wife, parent-child,
teacher-student, and manager-worker. If you think you can control others, it counsels, you are in for trouble,
for the only person you can control is yourself. So all personal problems are both present problems and
relationship problems. Glasser urges anyone in a relationship to ask, before taking a step, whether that step
will keep the two related persons at least as close together as they are now; if it will, it may be worth taking.
Combining choice theory and reality therapy in his practice, Glasser has been able to shorten the durations of
his treatment programs substantially. As he presents them here, his theories and approaches can be applied in
education and business as well as for self-help. William Beatty

From Kirkus Reviews
Feeling really blue lately? Sweeping aside decades of research on brain chemistry, Glasser concludes that
you're not depressed; rather, you're choosing ``to depress.'' Much-published psychiatrist Glasser (Stations of
the Mind: New Directions for Reality Therapy, 1981 , etc.) believes that choices about human relationships
are at the heart of almost all psychological problems and that what governs such interactions is ``external



control psychology.'' In other words, people generally try to coerce or manipulate others to achieve their
goals. One of the more dubious tenets of his worldview is that most individuals believe ``it is right, it is even
my moral obligation, to ridicule, threaten, or punish those who don't do what I tell them to do.'' Today, the
author posits, relationships at home, work, and school should be characterized by a total absence of effort to
control or even judge, that the focus should be on improving the relationship alone. This makes for an ultra-
laissez-faire approach to much human interaction. For example, Glasser argues that failing students is
inherently ``abusive,'' that a student who can't understand Shakespeare should be switched to James Herriot
instead. Whatever happened to innovative approaches to learning, to teaching young people to persevere
when facing difficulties? Granted, Glasser's pragmatic approach, which is elaborated in only the most
general terms, may sometimes be more helpful than much psychoanalytically informed psychotherapy. In
general, however, this is a grating book, for the author makes grandiose claims on behalf of his one-
dimensional theory (which happens not to be terribly new at all). And Glasser relentlessly touts choice
theory, even envisioning, in a community he's trying to transform, ``homeless people getting together for
dinner and a discussion of [this] book.'' Wouldn't it be better if the townspeople, and the country, chose
instead to deal with the roots of homelessness? -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved.
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Suggestion in choosing the most effective book Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom
By William Glasser to read this day can be gained by reading this resource. You can discover the most
effective book Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By William Glasser that is
marketed in this world. Not just had actually guides published from this country, however likewise the other
nations. And currently, we intend you to check out Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom
By William Glasser as one of the reading products. This is only one of the most effective books to gather in
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The advantages to take for checking out the books Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom
By William Glasser are coming to improve your life high quality. The life top quality will not only regarding
the amount of expertise you will obtain. Also you review the enjoyable or entertaining e-books, it will
certainly help you to have boosting life high quality. Really feeling fun will certainly lead you to do
something completely. Moreover, the book Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By
William Glasser will certainly give you the driving lesson to take as a great need to do something. You might
not be pointless when reviewing this e-book Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal Freedom By
William Glasser
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Of Personal Freedom By William Glasser is coming to provide simplicity of checking out habit. You might
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Glasser Searching and also downloading guide qualify Choice Theory: A New Psychology Of Personal
Freedom By William Glasser in this write-up will certainly give you better option. Yeah, on-line e-book
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that you could enter the web link download supplied.
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[Read by John Meagher]

World-renowned psychiatrist Dr. William Glasser's classic work on control and human happiness. -- Dr.
William Glasser offers a new psychology that, if practiced, could reverse our widespread inability to get
along with one another, an inability that is the source of almost all unhappiness. For progress in human
relationships, he explains that we must give up the punishing, relationship-destroying external control
psychology. For example, if you are in an unhappy relationship right now, he proposes that one or both of
you could be using external control psychology on the other. He goes further by suggesting that misery is
always related to a current unsatisfying relationship. Contrary to what you may believe, your troubles are
always now, never in the past. No one can change what happened yesterday.
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Amazon.com Review
Southern California psychiatrist William Glasser, the author of Reality Therapy, believes that almost all
human misery is caused by people trying to control others. In fact, he says, the only behavior we can control
is our own; by the same token, no one can make us do anything we don't want to. It's only when we give up
spending our energy trying to force others to conform to our ideas or to keep them from doing the same to us
that we are able to live the way we want to. Glasser makes this somewhat difficult material easier to
understand with examples and case studies from his own practice. For instance, he tells a man whose wife
has left him that his only choices are to change what he wants her to do or to change the way he is dealing
with her. While doing these things will not necessarily bring his wife back, Glasser says, it will certainly
make him feel better. "When we actually begin to realize that we can control only our own behavior, we
immediately start to redefine our personal freedom and find, in many instances, that we have much more
freedom than we realize," Glasser writes.

From Booklist
Glasser has worked with choice theory for half of his 40 years of psychiatric practice. Basically, choice
theory helps its users avoid confrontation and ask pertinent questions. It sees conscious or unconscious desire
for external control as the main problem in the four major personal relationships: husband-wife, parent-child,
teacher-student, and manager-worker. If you think you can control others, it counsels, you are in for trouble,
for the only person you can control is yourself. So all personal problems are both present problems and



relationship problems. Glasser urges anyone in a relationship to ask, before taking a step, whether that step
will keep the two related persons at least as close together as they are now; if it will, it may be worth taking.
Combining choice theory and reality therapy in his practice, Glasser has been able to shorten the durations of
his treatment programs substantially. As he presents them here, his theories and approaches can be applied in
education and business as well as for self-help. William Beatty

From Kirkus Reviews
Feeling really blue lately? Sweeping aside decades of research on brain chemistry, Glasser concludes that
you're not depressed; rather, you're choosing ``to depress.'' Much-published psychiatrist Glasser (Stations of
the Mind: New Directions for Reality Therapy, 1981 , etc.) believes that choices about human relationships
are at the heart of almost all psychological problems and that what governs such interactions is ``external
control psychology.'' In other words, people generally try to coerce or manipulate others to achieve their
goals. One of the more dubious tenets of his worldview is that most individuals believe ``it is right, it is even
my moral obligation, to ridicule, threaten, or punish those who don't do what I tell them to do.'' Today, the
author posits, relationships at home, work, and school should be characterized by a total absence of effort to
control or even judge, that the focus should be on improving the relationship alone. This makes for an ultra-
laissez-faire approach to much human interaction. For example, Glasser argues that failing students is
inherently ``abusive,'' that a student who can't understand Shakespeare should be switched to James Herriot
instead. Whatever happened to innovative approaches to learning, to teaching young people to persevere
when facing difficulties? Granted, Glasser's pragmatic approach, which is elaborated in only the most
general terms, may sometimes be more helpful than much psychoanalytically informed psychotherapy. In
general, however, this is a grating book, for the author makes grandiose claims on behalf of his one-
dimensional theory (which happens not to be terribly new at all). And Glasser relentlessly touts choice
theory, even envisioning, in a community he's trying to transform, ``homeless people getting together for
dinner and a discussion of [this] book.'' Wouldn't it be better if the townspeople, and the country, chose
instead to deal with the roots of homelessness? -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved.

Most helpful customer reviews

67 of 74 people found the following review helpful.
A shrine to the author's ego
By Amazon Customer
Read this as homework from a counselor. Saw all the good reviews and was looking forward to learning
some good stuff. This book is not written to help you. This book is written to tell you bow great the author is.
Also, all auto immune diseases are psychosomatic. I didn't know that! Not only that but the author can fix all
schools and cure anyone, fictional or real, in 4 sessions. Reading this book for useful information is like
sifting through ego poop for corn nuggets of wisdom. Dont get me wrong, there are corn nuggets in here if
you can put up with the insufferable author.
Allow me to give you the good parts: 1 only you can choose what you do, trying to coerce others or trying to
please others is a waste of time and effort, and you'll get frustrated. 2 everyone has secret stats the way mario
kart characters have stats. Learn your stats and try to match yours up with your sig other. stats are: power,
fun, freedom, belonging, And love. 3 people have a vision of what they want in their life, if you want them to
do something not in that perception, forget it. If you want them to discard something in that vision, forget it.
4 depression is a choice you subconsciously make when reality is at conflict with your vision. So is arthritis
and chronic back pain (yes, he does say that).

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Away with Ye Scurvy Self-Help. Captain Glasser is Here.
By RB2001



When you examine just how many self-help books really exist, calling this the best one may be a bit bold.
However, I don't know that I would call this a self-help book. It does help you, make no mistake. However, it
transcends the Newtonian mechanics of most self-help books and avoids the personality assessment pop-
psychology of many others. This is a book about the importance of relationships and cuts through all the
daddy issues crap to get to the heart of what is truly as stake and what is the issue. Understanding that others
have sought to control us as we have sought to control others in throughout our life and that the big risk of
allowing others to choose and striving to draw near to them regardless of their choice is not risky at all.

I have had my copy for over three years and have read it at least twice each year. It is my scientific
companion to other writings that have helped make my life and relationships better.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
I liked the emphasis about how we can choose to control ...
By Amazon Customer
I liked the emphasis about how we can choose to control our emotions and reactions, and that control in
relationships is destructive. However, I didn't appreciate that it talked of mental illness as completely a
choice. It lacks sympathy sometimes, and I got caught up in guilt about my depression, and it worsened my
mood slightly. However, I chose to take the good ideas and leave the bad. Overall great book.

See all 188 customer reviews...
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Of Personal Freedom By William Glasser
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freedom than we realize," Glasser writes.
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goals. One of the more dubious tenets of his worldview is that most individuals believe ``it is right, it is even
my moral obligation, to ridicule, threaten, or punish those who don't do what I tell them to do.'' Today, the
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control or even judge, that the focus should be on improving the relationship alone. This makes for an ultra-
laissez-faire approach to much human interaction. For example, Glasser argues that failing students is
inherently ``abusive,'' that a student who can't understand Shakespeare should be switched to James Herriot
instead. Whatever happened to innovative approaches to learning, to teaching young people to persevere
when facing difficulties? Granted, Glasser's pragmatic approach, which is elaborated in only the most
general terms, may sometimes be more helpful than much psychoanalytically informed psychotherapy. In
general, however, this is a grating book, for the author makes grandiose claims on behalf of his one-
dimensional theory (which happens not to be terribly new at all). And Glasser relentlessly touts choice
theory, even envisioning, in a community he's trying to transform, ``homeless people getting together for
dinner and a discussion of [this] book.'' Wouldn't it be better if the townspeople, and the country, chose
instead to deal with the roots of homelessness? -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved.
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